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Innovation process is quick enough

Innovations are at system level

Users are in the center of development

Designers understand the users well

User profiling is well used

User needs are understood

Current R&D process ensures ease-of-use

The speed of innovation depends on the use of UCD

UCD helps users to adopt new PF technologies

UCD is a daily routine for designers

Learning curves are important in design

Users are eager to take part in R&D

There are easy methods of transforming user needs into design…

Standardization supports UCD well enough

Living Labs are familiar to designers of Agricultural Engineering

Living Labs suit for R&D in agriculture

Living Labs are needed in UCD

UCD gives better economic result for the manufacturer

UCD gives better economic result for the user

Usability is a good selling argument

Usability builds trust in new technology

Marketing takes advantage of good usability

Ease-of-use is very important in marketing

Learnability is very important in marketing

UCD builds trust in new technology

Poor trust in new technology explains the slow penetration of PF to…
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The public knows the real benefits of PF

The public understands PF well

The public knows about PF

PF research is practical

PF researchers understand economic constraints well

PF has a positive effect on environment

PF makes environment better

UCD methods are familiar to designers

The basic education of designers should include Living Lab methodology

Agricultural Engineers need UCD education

Agricultural Engineers need UCD methods

Sustainable Agriculture needs PF technologies

UCD has a remarkable effect on the sustainability of agriculture

More precision in resource management has huge potential on sustainability

PF research priorities are set according to shared long-term visions

UCD should have central role in research programmes

PF methods have the potential to make world food situation better

PF also helps the poor

UCD should have more research funding

PF should have more research funding

We need shared long-term research priorities in Agricultural Engineering

Precision Farming is an important long-term research priority

User-Centered Design is an important long-term research priority

Agricultural Engineers have a central role in feeding the world

Disagree Agree 

Arguments 

PF is not known 


